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ABSTRACT
We present a tangible user interface (TUI) called Tangible
Graph Builder, that has been designed to allow visually im-
paired users to access graph and chart-based data. We de-
scribe the current paper-based materials used to allow inde-
pendent graph construction and browsing, before discussing
how researchers have applied virtual haptic and non-speech
audio techniques to provide more ﬂexible access. We dis-
cuss why, although these technologies overcome many of
the problemsof non-visualgraph access, they also introduce
new issues and why the application of TUIs is important.
An evaluation of Tangible Graph Builder with 12 partici-
pants (8 sight deprived,4 blind)revealedkey design require-
mentsfornon-visualTUIs, includingphicondesignandhan-
dling marker detection failure. We ﬁnish by presenting fu-
ture work and improvements to our system.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding spatial visualisations such as mathematical
graphs, charts and maps is an important life skill. They are
common in newspapers, magazines and within many scien-
tiﬁc disciplines. Jones and Careras [10] report that over 2.2
trillion graphs were published in 1996 and this number has
been steadily rising since. The inability to access and under-
stand these visualisations can severely limit career choices
available to an individual. Such access is particularly prob-
lematic for people who are blind or have visual impairments
[6]. By their very nature, line graphs, maps, bar and pie
charts exploitbasic aspects of our visual perceptualand cog-
nitive systems to communicate informationquickly and efﬁ-
ciently. Non-visuallythis means that graphsrequire effortto
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understand, losing many of their advantages. This problem
is compoundedby a lack of efﬁcient tools to allow construc-
tion and browsing by visually impaired users.
The most common way to provide access to a visually im-
paired user is to print a graph on special heat sensitive pa-
per. When the printed graph is passed througha heat printer,
the surface raises up creating a tactile relief that can be ex-
plored using the ﬁngers. However, this technique is cum-
bersome, requiring special formatting of the graph and two
passes through a printer. Whilst a visually impaired person
can create such graphs by him or herself, the graph cannot
be inspected until it has been produced in tactile form, caus-
ing any necessary changes to be costly, as the graph cannot
be modiﬁed after creation. This lack of interactive construc-
tion is especially problematic in education settings; students
are learningaboutcoordinatesystems and graphdrawingfor
the ﬁrst time and mistakes are common. In such situations a
tactile paper grid attached to a corkboard is used. The user
inserts map pins into the board, which are connected with
rubber bands to create graph features - such as data lines
and axes. Whilst this technique is common, inexpensive and
ﬂexible, it also brings problems. Firstly, the pins used are
sharp to allow them to be pushed into the board and take the
tension of the rubber bands. This creates a risk that the pin
may be pushed into the ﬁnger. As the rubber bands are un-
der tension, it can be difﬁcult to pull them far enough to ﬁt
over the pins, with any failure to do so rewarded with the
band ﬂying off which the user may, or may not, notice. Ad-
ditionally, if the graph must be modiﬁed, it is necessary to
partially deconstruct by removing both bands and pins. The
graph, once created, cannot be stored as would be the case
for a sighted user drawing on paper, as the materials must be
reused [15, 22]. This limits the practicality of the corkboard
technique to simple teaching scenarios and makes it unsuit-
able inbusinesssettingssuchasmodifyinga graphproduced
in Microsoft Excel.
CORKBOARD CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATION
To understandfurthertheproblemsof graphconstructionus-
ing the corkboard technique, we asked a 17 year old blind,
male student at the Royal National College (RNC) Hereford
UK, to carry out some graph transcription exercises. We
asked the student to copy eight line graphs that had been
created on raised paper to a grid on a corkboard using the
pin and rubber band technique. Each graph had one data se-
ries which contained 3-4 control points. We video recorded
the interaction and photographedthe completed graphs.Figure 1. Examples of correctly (A) and incorrectly (B) created line
graphs constructed by a visually impaired person using the corkboard
construction technique.
When carrying out the tasks the participant explored and in-
teracted with the graph using both hands. To construct, the
participant used one hand to mark the origin of the grid and
then counted along and up the grid with the other hand to
mark a position, before using the origin marking hand to re-
trieve and insert a pin. The participant also compared by
using a hand to mark a point on the corkboard whilst refer-
ring to a point on the tactile paper graph. There were sev-
eral cases where the rubber bands became detached, either
when trying to explore the graph and re-orientate, or when
the band had not been correctly attached. The participant
rarely pushed the pins all the way into the board, making
them vulnerable to being pulled out when the rubber bands
were applied (as a safety measure the experimenter ensured
that all pins were fully inserted into the board). Overall the
studentcorrectlycompletedfouroutoftheeightgraphs. The
other four graphs had numerous problems including rubber
bandswhich had not been correctlyattachedand just formed
shapes, as well as instanceswherea rubberbandthat had be-
come detached had been placed on an incorrect pin, causing
the graph to be meaningless. Figure 1 shows both of these
situations.
Although we worked with only one participant, the ﬁndings
graphicallyillustrate the problemsof graphconstructionthat
have been identiﬁed in group discussions with visually im-
paired users [15, 22] and how such access is greatly ham-
pered by the relatively primitive technology available.
RELATED WORK
To overcomethe limitationsof the graph access and creation
tools previously discussed, several researchers have investi-
gated the use of virtual haptics and non-speech audio to pro-
vide access to graph-based data. The earliest of this work,
by Mansur [13], used a pitch based mapping to communi-
cate the y-axis value of a data series, with the x-axis mapped
to time. As the sound was played, the user could gain an im-
pressionofhowthedataserieschangedovertime. Thiswork
hasbeenextendedbySmithandWalker [19],whofoundthat
the additionof contextthroughauditory“tick marks”, which
serve a similar function to the visual grid lines, improved
accuracy in understanding the graph. The work of Mansur,
in using a value pitch mapping, lies at the centre of most
work in accessing mathematical data through sound and has
proven to be robust over several different types of graph.
Flowers and Hauer [8] have shown that user understanding
ofpitchvaluemappingsofboxplotsandscatterplotsiscom-
parable to visual representations of the same data. However,
Figure 2. A screenshot of the SoundBar Builder system. Bars are
represented by grooves and can be dragged up and down using the
PHANTOM Omni.
whilst auditory graphs have proven to be successful and the
technology required to generate them is low cost, there are
no effective means to manipulate the graphs interactively.
The other major approach to improving graph and chart ac-
cessibility is to use haptic interaction. Most attempts have
lookedat using force-feedbacktechnology. Here the user in-
teracts with a virtual model of the graph via an end-effector,
such as a mouse or pen. As the user moves the end-effector
around, its position is tracked and compared to the virtual
graph model. Resistance via motors is then provided to cre-
atetheillusionoftouchingaphysicalobject. FritzandBarner
[9]createdanautomaticgraphconstructiontoolwhereauser
could input a function via the keyboard and the resulting
graph was physically “carved” out of a virtual block which
could be explored using a SensAble PHANTOM haptic de-
vice (www.sensable.com). Yu and Brewster [23] carried out
several studies and developeda numberof guidelinesfor de-
signing both line graphs and bar charts for exploration via a
PHANTOM. Their work showed that users could effectively
answer simple questionswith the PHANTOMand that accu-
racywassigniﬁcantlyhigherthanraisedpapergraphs. How-
ever, the time taken to complete the tasks was found to be
signiﬁcantly greater. Additionally, users became confused
at intersection points in line graphs where two data series
crossed and would often unknowingly switch between data
series at these points. Yu and Brewster [23] identiﬁed no
effective way to deal with this problem. More recent work
has looked at allowing users to manipulate the graphs. Mc-
Gookin and Brewster [15] adapted Yu’s and Brewster’s [23]
technique to allow users to drag bars in a bar graph up and
downand thusallow construction. Bernareggiet al. [2] have
started to develop a less structured graph construction sys-
tem, allowing users to place controlpoints and connectthem
to form graph features via a PHANTOM device.
One limitation of this haptic technology however, is its sin-
gle point of contact nature. The user interacting with the
graph does so only at one position at a time and cannot eas-
ily compare different parts of the graph spatially. Rather,
he or she must try to remember the relevant information or
try to relocate it, losing the current position in the graph as
this is done. Lederman and Klatzky [11] have studied how
users haptically interact with physical objects. They identi-
ﬁed several Exploratory Procedures that were used by par-ticipants to determine haptic properties such as size, shape,
weight, etc. Most of these involved two hands (e.g. con-
tourfollowing)orstimulationoftactilereceptorsthroughthe
skin(e.g. roughness)andarenotsupportedbysinglepointof
contact hapticdevices. As graphinterpretationrelies heavily
on all relevant information being concurrently held in short
term memory (which degrades rapidly over time) [12], this
can limit the ability to answer morecomplexquestions, such
as those that require comparison between different bars in
a bar graph. These limitations mean that any virtual haptic
system is severely impoverishedin comparison to the paper-
based techniques previously discussed.
Toamelioratetheseissues, severalresearchershaveproposed
waystoaugmentvirtualhapticgraphs. McGookinandBrew-
ster [16] provided quick overviews of bar graphs by provid-
ing a separate auditory view below the x-axis. Their Sound-
Bar (see Figure 2) improved accuracy where multiple bars
had to be compared, but was only useful for certain types of
questions and added complexity to the interaction. Wall and
Brewster [21] augmented the haptic graph of Yu and Brew-
ster [23] with “beacons”, small markers that could be spa-
tially set and used to return to previous locations. However,
they found that the beacons were often not used and were
found to subjectively increase demands on memory, as par-
ticipants had to remember where a beacon had been placed.
The limited usefulness and relative increase in complexity
that overcomingthe problemsof single point of contacthap-
tic devices requires, has led to the development of systems
that incorporatea static tactile guide to aid exploration. Wall
and Brewster [22] allowed access to pie charts via a stan-
dard graphics tablet. A compact disc (CD) attached to the
tablet representedthe pie chart. As the user movedthe tablet
pen around the edge of the CD, the segments of the pie chart
were soniﬁed using a pitch value mapping. The tactile chart
outline allowed the user to employ his or her other hand and
tomarksegmentsforeasyreturnandcomparison. Inaneval-
uationwith visuallyimpairedusers, thetactileelementofthe
discs afforded better orientation within the graph.
Overall, this prior work has shown that the disadvantages of
existing tactile graph access techniques, that they are cum-
bersome and their inability to be stored, can be overcome
by non-speech audio and virtual haptic technologies. How-
ever, what is also clear, is that many of the advantages of
physical tactile graph access, two handed interaction, quick
overviews, spatial frame of reference and ﬂexibility to em-
ploy ﬁngers for marking, have been lost in trying to over-
cometheproblems. ThemorerecentworkofWall andBrew-
ster [22] has looked at trying to augment tactile diagrams.
However, this work still constrains the user to interact with
the computer based information via a single point of con-
tact, limiting the available interactions and potentially over-
loading short term memory. We propose an alternative ap-
proach that builds directly from existing tangible technolo-
gies whilst incorporating support for computer based data.
TANGIBLE INTERACTION
Although the commonsystems in use for graph construction
and browsinguse physicalcomponents,the work of tangible
user interfaces (TUIs) as popularised by Ullmer and Ishii
[20] has not yet been applied to this area. Whilst TUIs have
become more popular in the last decade, there remains sig-
niﬁcantdisagreementastothedeﬁnitionofaTUI,withsome
researchersarguingthat conventionalmice are examples[7].
In this paper we consider the deﬁnition of Ullmer and Ishii
[20]: “user interfaces employing physical objects, instru-
ments, surfaces, and spaces as physical interfaces to digital
information.”. Users primarily interact with such systems
bymanipulatingrealworldobjectscalledphysicalicons(ph-
icons) which are trackedby computersystems causing phys-
ical manipulation to change digital state. We employ this
deﬁnitionasa meansofdistinguishingbetweentabletopsys-
tems and the virtual haptic and audio solutions previously
discussed. Whilst there are many examples of such inter-
faces, there is little evaluationof their usefulness[14]. There
are, however, several reasons why we believe that TUIs are
a suitable and promising approach for non-visual graph ac-
cess. Sharlin et al. [18] note that effective tangible user
interfaces must incorporate good mappings of spatial infor-
mation to digital artefacts. One aspect of a successful map-
ping they argue, is that the cost of changing or manipulat-
ing the state of the tangible user interface should be low.
That is, it should support trial and error activity, much like
the construction and manipulation of graphs previously dis-
cussed. Antle, Droumeva and Ha [1] compared children’s
performancein completinga jigsaw puzzle when interacting
with a tangible system on a digital table and a virtual jig-
saw controlled with a mouse. They found that time taken
was lower and completion rates were higher with the TUI
than with the mouse. On analysis, they determined that this
was due to the tangible elements of the task leading to better
spatial modelconstructionwhich is againimportantin graph
reasoning [12].
Whilst TUIsappearto be promising,thereis noresearchthat
investigates their use for people with visual impairments or
the use of tabletop tangible interfaces without vision. We do
not know how such interfaces should be designed and there
are several key research questions that must be addressed
if TUIs are the be used in non-visual scenarios. Can such
interfaces be designed to support visually impaired users?
How should phicons (physical icons) be designed to allow
non-visual use? How should functionality be split between
tangible and non-tangible elements of the interface?
TANGIBLE GRAPH BUILDER
To investigate these issues we developeda tabletop TUI sys-
tem that allows users to browse and construct both line and
bar graphs non-visually. Due to the lack of existing non-
visual tangible guidelines, we chose as a starting point, to
base our system on the corkboard creation technique. This
hasthe advantageofbeingthe mostunconstrainedtechnique
available, being suitable for the creation of many types of
graph. The grid system it employs also forms the basis of
fundamental mathematical knowledge of 2D space which is
important to understand for mobility in everyday life such
as accessing map based information. During development
we employed guidelines generated from tactile diagram re-
search or virtual non-visual graph-based systems wherever
these seemed appropriate. The following is a discussion ofTangible Grid
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Figure 3. The setup used in Tangible Graph Builder showing the grid,
soniﬁcation strip and soniﬁcation selection area.
the line graph system, we outline the differences between it
and the bar graph system later.
A (9 x 7) tangible grid was constructed from drinkingstraws
and attached to a clear perspex topped table. As the grid
would not be something a user would want to change dur-
ing construction or browsing, we followed the guidance of
Challis and Edwards [5] in permanently afﬁxing the grid to
the table so that it could not be moved. We replaced the
pins of the corkboard technique with phicons. Two different
shapes (a cube and a cone) were used to represent phicons
for two data series (see Figure 5). Each cube was ﬁlled with
plasticine so that it weighed approximately 110g, in com-
parison to the polystyrene cones which weighed 10g. These
provide distinctly different textures, shapes and weights that
should make discrimination between the phicons easier. A
4 x 4 cm cardboard square was attached to the base of each
phicon allowing it to be snugly held within the grid.
In the corkboard graph construction technique, connecting
the control points (pins) is very much “joining up dots”, but
can cause a great deal of problems in ensuring the correct
pins are being connected, or when removing the bands to
change the position of the pins later. In our system the job
of connecting the pins was automatically carried out by the
computer. To allow for trackingof the phiconswe employed
ARToolkit (www.artoolkit.org). ARToolkit tracks ﬁducial
markers (see Figure 5) in 3D space with a camera, and more
commonly is used to render 3D graphical objects on top of
these markers. Custom software was written in C# to track
the markersand determinewhere in the graphgrid they were
located. The markers were tracked using a Logitech Web-
cam Pro 9000. We attached the markers to the cardboard
base of the phicons, with the camera placed on the ﬂoor un-
der the table. The system maintains a record of where on the
table the markers are and what data series they belong to.
Therefore a model of the graph can be maintained.
Based on previous research carried out on both haptic graph
browsing [16] and non-visual soniﬁcation of linear data se-
ries, we incorporated a soniﬁcation strip into the table (see
Figure4). Thisstriprunsalongthebaseofthex-axisandcan
be controlled using a special phicon (see Figure 5). As the
user drags the phicon along the strip and it passes between
themajorunitsofthex-axis,thesystemcalculatestheappro-
priate y-value of the data series at that point and converts it
to a Musical InstrumentDigital Interface (MIDI) pitch value
based on the formula provided by Brown and Brewster [4].
Figure 4. An annotated illustration of an interaction with Tangible
Graph Builder.
Figure 5. The phicons used in Tangible Graph Builder for the data
series, a ﬁducial marker used to track the phicons and the phicon used
for interaction with the soniﬁcation strip.
The notes for each data series were played using a piano
timbre (General MIDI patch number 000) and each data se-
ries was spatially panned to the left or right stereo channels
to improve separation (see Figure 3). As noted by Brown
and Brewster [4], when identifying crossing points between
two data series accuracyis improvedif bothare concurrently
presented. Conversely, when identifying turning points or
gradient of a data series, accuracy is improved if only one is
presented. To allowforbothoptions,we introduceda further
area to the left of the y-axis. Placing a phicon from one or
both of the data series in this area caused the corresponding
data series to be soniﬁed when the soniﬁcation strip phicon
was moved. In this way the user can control which data se-
ries are played. The soniﬁcation strip and the control area
were physically demarked on the table in the same way as
the tangible grid (see Figure 4).
The bar graph version of the application was similar to the
line graph version; Each column of the grid was treated as
a separate bar, a phicon in that column at any row position
was treated as the top of the bar. We changed the soniﬁ-
cation strip slightly to include a distinct tone played with a
synthesised drum pad (GM patch number 090) to indicate if
the column a user had moved into was set with value 0 (in-
dicated by no phicon in that column). In addition, the bar
graph version only supported one data series (each column
could have only one phicon at a time), therefore the soniﬁ-
cation selection area was not used and the user only had to
movethe soniﬁcationstripphicontohearthegraph. Because
of this, both sets of phicons could be used interchangeably.EVALUATION
We carried out a two part study on Tangible Graph Builder.
The main aim was to identify the usefulness of TUIs for vi-
sually impaired users by providing answers to the set of re-
search questions previously outlined. The ﬁrst part involved
sighted users who were sight deprived, whilst the second in-
volvedagroupofblindusers. Duetothecurrentproblemsof
graph access technologies, graph knowledge amongst visu-
ally impaired users can be variable. As a fairly small group
of visually impaired users was available to us, we wanted to
be able to compare the results back to a group of users with
consistent graph understanding. Hence we compared to a
group of sight deprived students with at least a high school
level of graph knowledge.
Sight Deprived Study
Eightsighted(5men,4women)participantsperformedtasks
using Tangible Graph Builder. All reported normal hearing
and normal or corrected to normal vision. Participants per-
formed four types of task. All of the tasks were typical of
those that might be carried out in graph work at school in
the U.K by students in the 14-16 age range [3]. The ques-
tions were based on those from existing work evaluating vir-
tual haptic and auditory graph systems [4, 15, 16, 21] and
allowed ﬂexible use of the sound, referral to the phicons, or
a combination of both. The four task types were:
Construct line graphs with two data series: Ap r i n t e dt a -
ble of controlpointsfor two data series was supplied. Par-
ticipants were asked to reproducethe resulting line graphs
using Tangible Graph Builder.
Browse line graphs with two data series: Alinegraphwith
twodataserieswaspresentedwithTangibleGraphBuilder.
Participantshadtoexplorethegraphandidentifythecross-
ing points between the two data series, as well as the
numberof times each data series changeddirection, either
from a positive to negative gradient, or a negative to pos-
itive gradient. After these questions had been answered
the participants were asked to sketch the graph on a paper
grid with the same number of rows and columns as the
tangible grid.
Browse bar charts: Participants were given a pre-built bar
chart containing 12 bars and had to answer a question
about the graph. E.g. “What three bars have the highest
values?” or “From bars 1,3 and 5 which has the lowest
value?”. The questionsand stimuli for this task type were
taken from McGookin and Brewster [16].
Construct bar charts: Participants were givena printedta-
ble with values for six bars and asked to construct a bar
chart. Participants had to scale the y-axis values in order
to ﬁt the chart into the tangible grid.
EachparticipantwasgivenademonstrationofTangibleGraph
Builder before commencing the tasks. During this demon-
stration the participant was allowed to look at the tangible
grid and the phicons placed on top of the table. However,
during the experimental tasks a black cloth screen was er-
ected between the participant and the table. Participant’s in-
teractions with the table were video taped and their answers
Figure 6. A graph showing the accuracy of the sight deprived users
carrying out the tasks. Accuracy is presented as a percentage of total
possible score for each category. Shown with standard deviations.
to thequestionsrecorded. Aftercompletingalltasks, partici-
pants were interviewed about their experiences using Tangi-
ble Graph Builder, with emphasis on the research questions
previously outlined. These data (video recordings, quan-
tative results, interview transcripts and experimenter notes)
were analysedbasedon a frameworkanalysisapproach[17],
using the research questions as initial topics, but allowing
other topics to emerge. In the following sections we brieﬂy
discuss quantative performance and the major topics to em-
erge from the framework analysis.
Results
The graphshown in Figure 6 illustrates the accuracyof users
oneachofthetasks. Duetoparticipantscarryingoutadiffer-
ent numberof trials for each graph type and task, we express
accuracy as a percentage of the total possible score for each
task and graph type. The results obtained are comparable
to performance by blindfolded sighted users when perform-
ing similar tasks in virtual haptic and auditory graph access
software [4, 15, 16].
Phicon Design
Of the two phicon types used to represent data points (cubes
and cones), seven of the eight participants expressed a pref-
erence for the cube phicons. Several reasons for this were
stated, but most commonly was the likelihood of knocking
over the lighter cone phicons. As one participant stated “If
yougoonthegraphandstartfeelingaround,that’swhenthe
cones can travel”. Another participant felt that the cubes
“were better objects to identify with than the other ones
(cones). The other ones were like papers and I missed them
out. I think the cubes were just bolder. At times I moved
my hands over them (cones) and I just moved them. The
others were a bit difﬁcult to do that to because they were
um, stronger. I think I must have knocked one or two (of
the cones) over.”. The subjective views of participants were
conﬁrmed by the quantitative results and video recordings.
Out of the seventytwo trials that were performed,therewere
nine occasions where a cone phicon was dislodged from the
grid, compared to one occasion where a cube phicon was
dislodged. Additionally, all of these occurred when the user
was accessing or constructing a line graph. This may be
partly due to the increased use of sound in bar graph ques-
tions (see section on exploratory strategies), or that bar gra-Figure 7. Cone phicons were often dislodged so that they were lost by
the camera tracker but not noticed by participants (left and centre).
Because of the regular shape, the cube phicons were sometimes placed
wrong side down (right).
phs are more predictable in layout (with only one marker
in each column). Although participants identiﬁed when ph-
icons had been knocked over, it was not immediately recog-
nised iftheywhereonlydislodged,evenif thiswassufﬁcient
for the marker to be lost by the tracking system (see Figure
7). Where the phicon had been knocked over, the partici-
pantimmediatelyidentiﬁed this and replacedit in the closest
square, even if this was not the grid square where the phicon
was originally located. Although the cubes were preferred
by almost all of the participants, there were issues. Because
the cubes were regular, during the graph construction tasks
participants sometimes put the cubes down so that the ﬁdu-
cial marker was not on the table top (see Figure 7). This
happened on two occasions but was not picked up by parti-
cipants, primarily due to the lack of sound usage in the con-
struction tasks (see section on exploratory strategies). How-
ever in cases where the user must browse and modify a pre-
existing graph, this is likely to be a greater issue.
Exploratory Strategies
All of the participants used a two handed exploration strat-
egyto completealltasks. Theway in whichbothhandswere
used varied between the browsing and construction tasks, as
did the overall use of the soniﬁcation strip, but the strate-
gies broadly followed the techniques observed in our earlier
corkboard construction observation.
In construction tasks two main strategies emerged. In the
ﬁrst, which was used by half of the participants, the users
would move relatively. The non-dominant hand used the
previously positioned phicon as a reference point, whilst the
user referred to the printed sheet to identify the next phicon
and calculate the relative position of that phicon. He or she
would then hold the phicon in the dominant hand and count
from the non-dominant hand along the x-axis and then up
or down the y-axis to locate the appropriate position. The
non-dominanthand then met the dominanthand to mark po-
sition and the participant moved onto the next phicon. In the
other strategy the participant used two hands to count from
the origin along the x-axis, holding the phicon in the domi-
nant hand. The x value was marked with the non-dominant
hand and then userscountedup with the dominanthandcon-
taining the phicon to place it in the correct position in the
tangible grid.
In the browsing tasks a number of different strategies emer-
ged. Participants tended to move between them depending
on the task. In addition, the soniﬁcation strip was more
widely used. There were only 4 out of 24 construction trials
where the soniﬁcation strip was used, compared to 27 out of
48 browsing trials. In all of the construction trials the parti-
cipants reported that they used the soniﬁcation at the end of
the task to conﬁrm that the graphhad been correctly created.
Arguably the soniﬁcation strip does not add useful function-
ality in purely construction tasks. In the line graph browsing
tasks the use of the soniﬁcation strip formed part of richer
strategies. The soniﬁcation strip was more commonly used
when accessing line graphs (used in 14 of 16 trials). The
ways in which it was used agree with the results of Brown
and Brewster [4] and their evaluation of the SoundVis sys-
tem previously discussed. When trying to ﬁnd intersection
points, participants would sonify both data series together.
When trying to identify features of a single data series par-
ticipants would explore each individually. However, partici-
pants oftenwould not be able to make a decision on crossing
pointsor turningpointspurelyfrom the sound. In such cases
they would move along the soniﬁcation strip until reaching
an area where a crossing might occur and then moving both
hands up the graph from that point to explore the phicons.
Users would either mark a phicon with the left hand and
then ﬁnd the next phicon of the same data series with the
right hand, or if the user was looking for intersection points,
mark a phicon with one hand and feel around for phicons of
the other data series with the other hand.
Browsing bar graphs, due to their more regular structure,
produced more polarised strategies. Participants either used
the soniﬁcation strip (4 participants), or used a two handed
strategy to browse and mark bars (4 participants). There
were very few cases where a participant used both tech-
niques on a trial. There was also variation within partici-
pants. Notably one participant who did not attempt to use
any sound when browsing the more complex line graphs,
immediately started using the soniﬁcation strip, and only the
soniﬁcation strip, when asked to browse bar graphs. Par-
ticipants were unable to fully explain the reasons for this.
When using the soniﬁcation strip participants would usually
use ﬁngersonthenon-dominanthandto markcandidatebars
(e.g. when trying to ﬁnd the highest) by touching the base
of the grid at the appropriate x position. When using the
phicons, participants followed a variant strategy, touching a
phicon with the non-dominant hand and spatially compar-
ing it to the next phicon, or using the non-dominant hand to
mark candidate bars by touching the phicons.
Division of Functionality
An important aspect of any tangible user interface is how to
dividethesystemfunctionalitybetweenphiconsthattheuser
can manipulate, and state information that should be com-
municated by the system to the user either through visual
(usually projection), audio or physical(either by moving the
phicons in space or changing their physical aspect) means.
In our system we have three distinct categories: the tangible
grid (which was ﬁxed and non-manipulableby the user), ph-
icons (which could be manipulated by the user) and the line
series (which changed as a consequence of phicon manipu-
lation). We chose this division based on the work of Challis
and Edwards [5], who in the design of a non-visual musical
score browserrecommendedthatﬁxed features,whichcouldnot be altered by the user, should be represented in a tangi-
ble form, and other featuresshould be represented by sound.
We asked all participants about the division of functionality
and if they felt this was appropriate. No participants raised
issues with the division and no relevant events from the user
interaction were identiﬁed. We believe therefore that the di-
vision of functionality was appropriate.
Tracking Accuracy
Tangible Graph Builder used a ﬁducial visual camera based
tracking system to monitor phicon position. This was pri-
marilymotivatedtoallowforrapiddevelopmentoftheinitial
system. Modiﬁcations during the initial development(wrap-
ping the table in dark material, dimming the room light-
ing and illuminating the table from below) improved track-
ing accuracy, but there were still instances during the study
where markers would either fail to be detected, or be inter-
mittently detected by the system. Whilst the experimenter
stepped in during prolonged periods of intermittent failure
and where markers had been totally lost, this was not done
initially to observe if users detected the marker loss and how
they dealt with it. There were two types of marker loss that
were relevant: failure of a marker in the grid and failure of a
marker in the soniﬁcation area. Where a marker detection
failure occurred in the soniﬁcation selection area, partici-
pants became aware of this quickly due to the lack of any
sound output from the system and took remedial action (ei-
ther twisting or “jiggling” the phicon to try to force detec-
tion). The participants acquired these strategies from the ex-
perimenter during the initial (sighted) familiarisation phase.
However, in cases where the markers in the grid failed to
be detected, or were intermittently detected, the system re-
drew the graph which caused the soniﬁcation to change. In
such cases the participants attempted to take no corrective
action in-spite of the soniﬁcation strip providing highly in-
consistent sounds. In the post study interviews where inter-
mittent detection was most prevalent, participants expressed
their lack of conﬁdencein the soniﬁcation,their answersand
the reliability of the sound. As one participant said of using
thesoniﬁcationstriptobrowsealinegraph: “butthenitwent
screwy, I don’tthink I heard the same thing twice”.I nv i s u a l
tangible interfaces it is generally straightforward to commu-
nicate loss of detection, but non-visually it is much harder.
We discuss this further in the future work section.
Another issue surrounding tracking accuracy occurred with
marker “jitter”: cases where the detected position of the
marker varied between frames of the camera. This usually
caused no problems, as the marker would jitter within the
tangible grid square it was placed. We deliberately chose
each grid square to be 4 x 4cm to ensure that the jitter would
notbeanissue. However,thisstill arosewiththesoniﬁcation
strip phicon. The soniﬁcation strip would play the musical
note that represented the current y value of the soniﬁed data
series when it moved between x-axis grid squares. Users
would often move the soniﬁcation phicon slowly to hear
and count each note (particularly in the bar graph brows-
ing tasks). If they paused near the transition between grid
squares, the marker could jitter to each side, playing a note
each time. Participants coped with this by using either a ﬁn-
ger on the same hand controlling the soniﬁcation phicon to
count the tangible grid, or used their other hand to accom-
plish the same task. One participant described this issues
as it related to browsing a bar graph: “I knew each sound
corresponded to a bar, but sometimes I would listen to two
sounds, two pitches that played very fast. So in order to in-
crease accuracy and assign a pitch to a bar, I was counting
as I was moving a bar (soniﬁcation phicon)”. Participants
also handled this by moving the phicon back to the origin
and trying again.
Whilst both of these issues may be reduced or eliminated
by more accurate tracking technology, they provide useful
insight into the issues of marker detection and the coping
strategies employed.
Blind User Study
To conﬁrm the results obtained, we carried out the study
again with four blind users (2 men and 2 women) with no
residual sight. Two were congenitally blind, whilst the other
two werelate blindand hadbeensightedwhentaughtgraphs
in school. Participantscompletedthe same study as the sight
deprived group with the following variations. Participants
were initially introduced to the system by free exploration.
Participants explored the table and had features explained as
and when they came into contact. As the participants were
blindratherthanvisuallyimpaired,theblackscreenbetween
participant and table was not used. Any printed materials
were read out by the experimenter on the request of the par-
ticipant. As there was no effective way to reproduce the line
graphson paper,participantswere only asked for the turning
and crossing points in the line graph browsing tasks. Sum-
mary accuracy results are shown in Figure 8. The results
show overall good performance in all tasks, with the excep-
tion of the identiﬁcation of turning points in the line graph
browsing tasks. Reasons for this are discussed in the follow-
ing sections. In otherareasperformanceexceededthat of the
sight deprived group, with no errors at all in the bar graph
construction tasks. We noted no signiﬁcant differences be-
tween the congenitally blind and late blind participants.
Usability Problems with Tangible Graph Builder
Strategies employed to explore the graph were similar to the
sight deprivedgroup,with participantsusing two handedex-
ploration strategies with one hand to manipulate the graph
and the other to mark context within the graph. In brows-
ing tasks participants again used both hands to explore and
mark features in the graph. When carryingout the line graph
browsing tasks the distribution of strategies changed. Two
of the participants did not use the soniﬁcation strip at all,
whilsttheothertwoprimarilyusedthesoniﬁcationstripwith
a small amount of physical exploration with the phicons.
When asked, the participants who had only used the phicons
forexplorationsaidthattheyhadbeentrainedonusingtouch
and that the tactile was obvious. However both immediately
opted for sound when browsing the bar graphs.
The use of two hands was mentioned as an important aid to
completingthe tasks, that at times made it unnecessaryto try
to use the soniﬁcation strip: “In terms of the question when
it was a case of how many times the item (data series) cross
over each other. I found it easier (using tactile cues only).Figure 8. A graph showing the accuracy of the blind users carrying
out the tasks. Accuracy is presented as a percentage of total possible
score for each category. Shown with standard deviations.
That may have been partly due to not knowing if I got reli-
able feedback or not. I trusted my mental image with what
I felt with my hands”. This lead to two of the participants
to suggest that the audio feedback be simpliﬁed in the line
graph system and rather than provide a pitch based mapping
of the current value of the line series, it should provide only
a relative value of the two data series (e.g. a high pitch if
one data series was above the other and a low pitch if the
reverse). However, two participants, those that had used the
soniﬁcation strip extensively during the line graph browsing
tasks, felt that the sounds were ﬁne if the marker tracking
could be made more accurate.
The issues identiﬁed with the phicons by the sight deprived
groupwere also present. However,there were less occasions
when phicons were knocked or dislodged by participants.
On four trials a participantdislodged a phicon from the grid.
Onalloccasionsthiswasaconephiconwhichtheparticipant
identiﬁed but replaced in the wrong grid square. All of the
participants expressed that the cube phicons were preferred,
as the cones were too light. As one participant said: “The
blocks are nice and solid, the cones being lighter are easier
to tip over and knock out of the slot they were in.”. Another
participant mentioned that: “In a thing this size you tend to
have a sweep around so you need something fairly solid.”.
Overall, one participant commented on the phicons as be-
ing: “nice that they just snug ﬁt. I think you want something
that just ﬁts really snugly.”. In addition to phicons being
knocked, there was one occasion where the participant put a
cube phicon down with the marker facing upwardsrequiring
intervention by the experimenter to correct.
In addition to soliciting comments about issues with Tangi-
ble Graph Builder, we explicitly asked participants if there
were any features that could be added which would make
completing the tasks easier. Primarily comments addressed
contextual feedback. Participants mentioned that especially
in large grids, the ability to query what the value of a grid
square was, or the current position of a phicon, would be
important to complete the tasks. One participant mentioned:
“If you had a third type of marker (phicon) that you could
use in a similar way, if you wanted the reading at a par-
ticular point, you could put the relevant marker on to get
a reading of the position.”. Another participant mentioned
that tapping a phicon on the table could be used as a means
of triggering spoken feedback on its position.
Comparison with Existing Systems
In addition to conﬁrming the results from the sight deprived
users, we wanted to gain more qualitative feedback on how
the use of “real” tangible user interfaces compares to vir-
tual haptic feedback(such as via the PHANTOM force feed-
back device) and a Mansur style soundgraph [13]. To this
end, after participants had completed the tasks with Tan-
gible Graph Builder and their views had been elicited, we
asked them to complete bar and line graph browsing, as well
as bar graph construction tasks using two previously written
and evaluated systems (discussed in the following sections).
The tasks that we asked participants to complete were of the
same complexity as those carried out with Tangible Graph
Builder. However, we excluded the line graph construction
tasks as the soundgraph software (as previously discussed)
only supported graph browsing and not graph manipulation.
Data collection was based on interviews conducted after all
systems had been used.
SoundVis
SoundVis,as evaluatedbyBrownand Brewster[4], provides
access to soundgraphs via the numeric keypad of a standard
computer keyboard. Users use the keypad to move left and
right in the graph. SoundVis can sonify up to two data series
at a time and users can switch between serial and parallel
presentation of two data series, as well as switch between
the data series using other keys on the keypad. Each data
series is rendered using a general MIDI piano timbre (GM
Patch 000)using a pitch value mappingand stereo pannedto
a different speaker.
SoundBar Builder
SoundBar Builder combines two evaluated techniques [15,
16] to allow construction and overviews of bar graphs. Bars
are modelled as recessed groovesthat can be explored using
the PHANTOM. Below the bars and the x-axis is a Sound-
Bar. This acts in the same way as the soniﬁcation strip from
Tangible Graph Builder; as the user moves the PHANTOM
pen alongthe strip, the bar immediatelyaboveis soniﬁed us-
ing the same pitch mapping as the soniﬁcation strip. Sound-
Bar Builder makesextensiveuse of speech, primarilyto stop
users from getting lost. Touching any feature in the graph
and then pressing the button on the PHANTOM pen, yields
speech feedback on that feature (the bar index, axis name,
etc.). A screenshot of the graph model is shown in Figure 2.
Results and Discussion
ThestrategiesusedtoexplorethegraphsinSoundBarBuilder
and SoundVis were the same as those that have been previ-
ously identiﬁed in the individual evaluations of these sys-
tems [4, 16]. Due to space constraints we concentrate here
on the qualitative differences between the three approaches.
All of the participants said that Tangible Graph Builder pro-
videda usefultwo handedinteraction: “More thanone point
of contact gives you the ability to see where things are rel-
ative to each other which you don’t get with the PHAN-
TOM. You don’t just touch with one nerve, you touch withall nerves, shape, texture etc.”. All participants expressed
that when exploring a graph (as was exhibited in Tangible
Graph Builder) they would try to obtain an overview of the
area ﬁrst: “The PHANTOM does give you a tangible thing,
its probably slightly more work in the mental memory pro-
cesses to remember how things are relatively. You have to
get into the bar and ﬁnd out if it is higher or lower than
the next one. There is quite a methodical process required
there. The tactile (Tangible Graph Builder) gives you the
ability to fairly quickly move and get an indication of where
the lines were.”. When using the PHANTOM version par-
ticipants could easily become disorientated: “In the tangi-
ble one, it is easier for me to locate things in space. In the
PHANTOM one I sensed that the degree ... I would be more
likely to make a mistake trying to ﬁnd the points”.
Another important topic to emerge from user discussions
was theconﬁdencethatparticipantsfeltaboutthesystemand
as such their answers. All of the users felt the PHANTOM
to be more reliable than Tangible Graph Builder, primarily
down to issues of marker loss. However the combination
of different ways of accessing the graph in both SoundBar
Builder and Tangible Graph Builder was an importantfactor
in improving conﬁdence: “The good thing with the tangi-
ble one and the PHANTOM one, is that you are integrating
senses. That allows you to rely more in your answers.”.T w o
of the participants felt that SoundVis provided a more accu-
rate representationof the changeof shape of a line graphand
madeidentifyingturningpointseasier: “You dogeta feelfor
theshapeofthecurve(withSoundVis)... whichyoudon’tget
very easily off that (Tangible Graph Builder)”.H o w e v e r ,a s
SoundVis contained a greater number of divisions on the x-
axis (∼100)in comparisonto the 9 divisionson the Tangible
Graph Builder soniﬁcation strip (one for each column in the
tangible grid), this may be able to be rectiﬁed with more
units on the soniﬁcation strip.
GUIDELINES FOR NON-VISUAL TUIS
Our study has yielded useful information that would be ben-
eﬁcial to future designersof tangible user interfacesfor non-
visual use. In this section we extract and discuss guidelines
that we believe future designers should consider.
Phicons Should be Physically Stable
We originally designed our phicons to be haptically differ-
ent, so that they could be quickly discriminated using as
many Exploratory Procedures as possible [11]. However,
the cone phicons were more often knocked over and least
preferred by the participants. Phicons should therefore be
hard to accidentally move. Varying the weight, as shown by
the preferencefor the cube phicons, is an effectiveway to do
this. The cube phicons at 110g are a good starting point.
Phicons Should have Irregular Forms
Although the cube phicons were preferred, there were oc-
casions, due to their regular shape, where they were placed
with the ﬁducialmarkeronan incorrectside. Phiconsshould
be irregular so they can only be placed on the table one way.
An effective means of doing this, as was suggested by one
of the visually impaired users, may be to attach embossed
shapes on top of the phicons so “up” can be determined.
Divide Functionality Appropriately
Inanynon-visualtangibleuserinterface,therearethreetypes
of data. Data which are ﬁxed (or very infrequentlychanged)
through the use of the system (e.g. the grid the user con-
structs the graph on), data which are frequently and directly
changed by the user (e.g. the position of data points on the
grid) and data which are frequently and indirectly changed
by the user (the relationship between consecutive phicons in
the grid). In extension of the guideline of Challis and Ed-
wards [5], ﬁxed information should be represented by im-
movable physical objects, directly manipulated data should
be represented by phicons, whilst indirectly changed data
should be presented via sound or tactile stimuli. Participants
were explicitly invited to comment on this issue during the
interview phase and all felt that the distinction employed did
not adversely affect their performance, therefore we believe
that it is an appropriate way to divide functionality.
Provide Awareness of Phicon Status
In any tangible system phicons can fail to be detected. Even
if the system is reliable, the user may put a phicon in the
wrong place, or in a way that means it is not detected. In
cases where intermittent phicon detection failure caused the
soniﬁcation to change, users were unsure of their answers
andhadnowaytotestthedetectionstatusofaphicon. Whilst
is it relatively easy to indicate that a phicon is not detected
via visual means, it is harder to do so non-visually in a way
that does not annoy the user. However, such awareness is
important and should be provided.
FUTURE WORK
Tangible Graph Builder has provided much useful guidance
in developing non-visual tangible user interfaces, however
there are several aspects of its design that still require devel-
opment. From the results of both evaluations we need to im-
provethe trackingdetection of our system as well as provide
information about the status of each phicon. We propose to
insert a small Arduino (www.arduino.cc) - a programmable
microcontroller - into each phicon. Via a bluetooth connec-
tion, oursystemwill be abletocommunicatewiththe phicon
and inform it if it is, or is not, being detected. The micro-
controller can then provide feedback to the user. For exam-
ple, each phicon could play a short musical sound when it
was detected and lost by the camera. If either sound was
heard when the phicon had not been explicitly moved, the
user would know of a problem. To aid ﬁnding the problem-
aticphiconapeltierheatpump(anelectroniccomponentthat
can heat up or cool down via an electrical current) could be
employedso phiconsthat were notdetectedcouldbe cooled.
This would allow feedback to be provided in an unobtru-
sive yet useful way. An additional aspect is to conﬁrm our
guidelines in other tangible scenarios. Overviews of maps
and geo-data present similar problems for visually impaired
users, indeed a grid is the basis of most map systems, and
we plan to investigate the role of TUIs there.
CONCLUSIONS
Accessing graphs and charts with a visual impairment not
only presents problems due to the translation of a visual
representation, but also the impoverished technologies that
are available to access and manipulate the graph. TangibleGraph Builder presents a ﬁrst step at augmentingthose tech-
nologies to be more useable, whilst incorporating the bene-
ﬁts of computer-based support. In doing so, we have moved
away from current research approaches, such as virtual hap-
ticsandsoniﬁcationscontrolledviaakeyboardwhich,whilst
overcoming many of the problems of the paper-based and
corkboardtechniques,restricttheexplorationstrategiesusers
would naturally employ. Our evaluation with both sight de-
prived and blind users has shown the beneﬁts this approach
can bring. Participants were able to complete graph con-
struction and browsing tasks by employing a range of two-
handed exploration strategies. We believe the application of
TUI technology to provide non-visual access to graphs is a
valuable approach, that will empower users to access infor-
mation which has up to now been largely inaccessible.
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